Extend the Value of Your Unique Library Collections

Innovative’s Vital is a premier digital asset and repository solution that increases visibility and access to both unique library collections and institutional output. You can maintain separate institutional repository and digital collections in one easy-to-use system while reducing staff resources needed to manage digital assets.

Incorporate a rich variety of content into your collections – photographs, slides, sound clips, digital video, conference proceedings, research papers, e-journals, electronic theses and dissertations, and more.

Delight Users Near & Far
Promote Unique Collections
Simplify Asset Management

DELIGHT USERS NEAR AND FAR

Improve Discovery & Usage

Responsive web interface with modern design enables users to search and access digital collections with ease and convenience from anywhere, using any device. Users also can search and find information in the language of their choice.

Enhance Research Quality

Support for IIIF standard enables researchers to compare local objects with related images from other sources, regardless of starting point, while the embedded viewer provides sophisticated options, including high-resolution display, zoom and more to simulate in-person access.

Engage Your Community

Flexible organization allows logical groupings of objects from different collections, so users can find assets more easily, and customization options let libraries tailor the search experience to match community needs.
PROMOTE UNIQUE COLLECTIONS

Manage Any Asset Type

Schema extensibility and robust indexing enable libraries to preserve and promote virtually any digital asset, ensuring non-traditional resources are as well-cataloged as the bibliographic collection.

Connect Users to Collections

Public web interface enables users to search and interact with unique library collections from anywhere, opening doors to remote researchers and engaging local communities, even non-patrons.

Extend Library Reach

OAI/PMH compliance allows the library’s digital assets to be harvested for discovery outside the library, increasing the visibility of collections and raising the profile of the library and parent institutions to attract new users.

SIMPLIFY ASSET MANAGEMENT

Streamline Staff Workflows

Standards-based architecture simplifies collection creation and maintenance. Ingest processes automatically generate multiple image formats to save staff steps supporting a broad spectrum of use-cases.

Reduce IT Overhead

Cloud infrastructure and managed services eliminate expenses related to hardware, ensure security compliance, free staff from performing upgrades, and add cost-effective resource expansion for growth.

Succeed with Fewer Staff

Vital’s easy-to-use public submission interface enables libraries to crowd-source upload and description of assets which increases community engagement, speeds discovery of digital assets, and reduces staff time spent importing and cataloging collections.

Why Innovative

40 years of library expertise

With more than 100 in-house librarians, Innovative brings unparalleled domain expertise in library software to propel the industry forward.

Transformative, reliable technology

Integrate with existing systems through open, standards-based protocols.

Customer support

Enhance Vital with metadata conversion and digitization of content. We also offer a Vital Software as a Service (SaaS) solution that allows you to focus on creating and managing your content while we manage your system.

Make the innovative choice.

Contact us today at www.iii.com or 510.655.6200 to get started.